Spectrum Pacific Learning
e-learning solutions to help
you achieve your goals.

One Source, Many Solutions
Design
We’ll move your existing course content to
the online learning environment, usually
within 30 days, and provide you with the
tools – and the technical support – you need
to measure the outcomes of your e-learning
program.

Spectrum Pacific
Learning is fast
becoming renowned
as a leader in
effective online
course design. SPL is
a premier provider of
e-learning training,
helping content
developers design
and deliver effective
online programs.

Design.
Develop.
Deliver.

Spectrum
Pacific
Learning
Company’s
e-Learning
Solutions
and Services

SPL’s Superior Services
and Solutions Include:
Content Design & Development: We make quality content our top
priority in order to maximize the learning experience. Our instructional
designers can build your courseware from the ground up, or
reengineer existing content for the online environment. We guarantee
our courseware to be interactive, engaging, and effective to diverse
learning styles, whether they are visual, auditory, or hands-on learners.

Develop

We’ve developed more than 1,000 academic and corporate courses

We’ll create a start-from-scratch e-learning

ranging from basic to advanced levels. We offer a library of over 400

solution and work closely with you to meet

ready-to-go courses for curricula licensing.

all of your needs. We’ll ensure you receive
engaging

instructional

design,

course

delivery, and multimedia interactivity.

Consulting Services: SPL professionals will help you navigate through
the e-learning process. We will assess your needs, examine your goals,
create a custom solution for your institution, implement the solution,

Deliver

and work with you to ensure that your program grows and succeeds.

Flexible by design, we can work with your
existing course delivery platform, build you a

Supported Solutions: SPL offers some of the best support services in

custom e-learning solution, or launch your

the industry. We’re live 24 hours a day, seven days a week to answer

courses on our partner platform.

your technical questions and assist you.

Spectrum Pacific Learning: Your e-Learning Solutions Partner

858.642.8119

www.spectrumpacific.com
inquiry @ spectrumpacific.com

See for
yourself
View a demo to see for yourself what
Spectrum Pacific Learning can do.
Visit www.spectrumpacific.com or
call 858-642-8119 to arrange for a
complimentary e-learning solutions
consultation.

There’s No Better Time Than Now
SPL makes it easy to step out of the traditional in-class learning comfort
zone and into the realm of e-learning. SPL offers the following options:
• Add online supplements to your face-to-face course.
• Blend your face-to-face course as a hybrid.
• Move your face-to-face course fully online.

Spectrum Pacific Learning Company LLC
It’s no secret that organizations of every size and from every industry
are looking to reduce training costs without impacting effectiveness.
We average 30 days from discovery to launch your programs online; it’s
proven that our e-learning solutions are effective and affordable.

Spectrum Pacific Learning’s the
Smart Choice for e-Learning Because…
• We have more than 10 years of experience in online learning.
• Our growing reputation for premier e-learning standards, stellar
client services, and successful solutions precedes us.
• Our products and services are reasonably priced for any budget.
Spectrum Pacific Learning: Your e-Learning Solutions Partner

858.642.8119

www.spectrumpacific.com
inquiry @ spectrumpacific.com

• Our mix and match e-learning menu means you get – and pay for
– only those services you need.
• We attract and retain a top talent pool of e-learning experts so our
advice, design, and development are the best around.
• Innovative – if you are looking for a unique e-learning solution
built just for you, contact us today to see what we can offer.
• We successfully support more than 4,000 students and faculty on
a monthly basis as well as 1,000 employees in online and hybrid
corporate training experiences.
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Effective e-Learning Solutions

